SOMEONE LOVES ME

Words by
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Music by
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Allegro moderato

When this world began
It was Heaven's plan,

There should be a girl for ev'ry single man;

To my great regret
Someone has upset,
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Heaven's pretty program for we've never met; I'm
Du des-sein des cieux car je ne l'ai trou-vée; je

clutching at straws, just because I may meet her yet.
veux es-pè-rer qu'un jour je la ren-con-tre-rai.

Refrain G (motto legato)
a tempo

Some-body loves me I won-der
Quel-qu'un m'ai-me-ra Je ne sais

who, who,
Mais c'est un fait é-ta-bli
may be,
la! la!
You were meant to be my loving
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baby;
à moi?
Somebody loves me
Quelqu'un m'aime ra
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I wonder who,
Je ne sais qui
May be it's
Peut être
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